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Abstract

In this study, we propose an equilibrium pricing rule to capture a characteristic observed
in the practical option market. The market has observed that the implied volatility derived
from the Black-Scholes formula is monotonically decreasing with the strike price for the option,
that is, it exhibits volatility skewness. Here, we construct a pricing method for the so-called
economic premium principle. That is, we identify a pricing kernel from which we can evaluate
the derivative from the market equilibrium. Our model demonstrates how to obtain a pricing
kernel that satisfies the market equilibrium, and describes our equilibrium formula depicting
the volatility skewness.
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1 Introduction

In this study, we consider an option product written on stock, and propose an equilibrium pricing
rule to capture a characteristic observed in the practical option market. The Black-Scholes (BS)
option pricing formula is used to not only evaluate the option price but also identify the (market)
volatility of the underlying stock that reflects the perspective from market participants. The es-
timated volatility from the realized option price using the BS formula is called implied volatility.
While the BS model supposes that the volatility is independent of the strike price of the option
(i.e. flat volatility), the implied volatility varies with the level of the strike price in practice. In
fact, the market has often observed so-called volatility skewness, where the implied volatility is
monotonically decreasing with the strike price. That is, the implied volatility tends to be high for
a low strike price. This leads to a high risk premium for an option with a low strike price and
simultaneously increases the option price.

A number of previous studies have tried to construct an option pricing model to capture this
characteristic. A typical example is the stochastic volatility (SV) model (Goutte et al. [1], Heston
[2], Hull and White [3], Mondail et al. [4], Nicolato and Venardos [5]). The SV model describes a
stock price process in which the volatility varies stochastically. The distribution of the stock return
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under the SV model is fatter than the normal distribution, and exhibits skewness and kurtosis,
while the BS model has a normal distribution for the return on the asset. Aside from the SV
model, Dupire [6] proposes a di!usion process of stock price whose volatility coe"cient matches the
risk-neutral distribution. This is known as local volatility (Gatheral [7]).

On the other hand, research has developed in the context of asset pricing. Several studies have
identified and used a pricing kernel to evaluate the option price, as well as to describe a stylized
fact of the option market, such as skewness in the stock return, volatility skewness, an anomaly in
the option return, and the form of the pricing kernel (Bakshi et al. [8], Christo!ersen et al. [9],
Yamazaki [10]). Yamazaki [10] provides a good survey of such the stylized facts. The pricing kernel
is a traditional device used to evaluate asset prices. Bakshi et al. [8], Christo!ersen et al. [9], and
Yamazaki [10] use the pricing kernel derived from the utility maximization of future consumption,
following Cochrane [11]. That is, a representative investor selects today’s consumption level and
a future consumption level to maximize her/his utility for the whole period. Bakshi et al. [8]
and Christo!ersen et al. [9] give a pricing kernel without describing the behavior of the investor.
Yamazaki [10] introduces a consumption process in which the variation is represented as a linear
combination on the variation of the log-return of the stock and the change in the volatility of the
stock return and, thus, identifies a pricing kernel. As demonstrated in Yamazaki [10], the linear
model for the consumption process is estimated from macroeconomic data. However, Yamazaki
[10] does not explain the theory of how the change in consumption is modeled by the stock return
and its volatility; that is, it remains exogenous.

Another approach used to determine the pricing kernel is that of Bühlmann [12]. Bühlmann [12]
explicitly models a market in which the positions for the asset are considered, and derives a pricing
kernel from investors’ optimized behavior and the market equilibrium. Therefore, the pricing kernel
is determined endogenously. Bühlmann’s approach has been applied in several studies (Iwaki et
al. [13], Iwaki [14], Kijima et al. [15], Takino [16, 17]). Our study is based on that of Takino [16].
That is, we construct a model where the market participants determine the optimal position for a
claim to maximize their utility, and provide the pricing kernel to clear those positions. Therefore,
our model demonstrates how to obtain a pricing kernel from the market equilibrium of the option
market. Our approach also intuitively explains how to derive the risk-neutral density given in
previous studies (Bakshi et al. [8]. This is the first contribution of this study.

After obtaining the pricing rule, we implement our formula using a numerical example. We
consider two continuous-time models, namely, the BS model and a stochastic volatility model.
We use the BS model as a stock price process, which corresponds to the case without stochastic
volatility. We first calculate the option price using Monte-Carlo simulation. Next, we solve for
the implied volatility using the BS option formula for the simulated price. Plotting the implied
volatility curve for all stock price processes, we observe monotonically decreasing curves for all stock
price models. That is, we depict the volatility skewness identified in previous works. Furthermore,
this property is independent of whether we consider the stochastic volatility. This means that the
pricing kernel derived from risk-averse investors produces the volatility skewness.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the financial market
model, and define a pricing formula and wealth equations for investors. In Section 3, we consider
utility maximization problems for investors, and derive the pricing kernel from the market equilib-
rium. In Section 4, we numerically examine our pricing method and solve for the implied volatility.
Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Model

In this section, we describe a financial market model that provides the pricing kernel based on
Takino [16].

We consider a probability space (!, P,F). In our economy, there is a risk-free asset with a
constant interest rate r, a call option with maturity T , and N risky assets (typically stocks),
including the underlying asset of the option. We denote the value of the risk-free asset and the
risky asset i at time t ! [0, T ] by Bt = ert and Si

t (i = 1, 2, . . . , N), respectively. The payo" function
of the option and its price at time 0 are expressed by H(T ) and p, respectively. From the economic
premium principle (Bühlmann [12]), the option price p with payo" function H(T ) is determined by

p = E[E(T )H(T )], (2.1)

where E denotes the expectation operator under P -measure and E(T ) is a pricing kernel. The first
purpose of this study is to identify the pricing kernel E(T ). To this end, we add assumptions to our
market model.

There are two types of market participants in our economy. The first is the buyer of the option,
and the other is the seller of the option. We denote the set of buyers as Mbuy and the set of sellers
as Msell. Buyer l ! Mbuy has an initial monetary amount xl(> 0), which she/he invests in risky
assets and in the option. The rest of the money is deposited into a bank account. With !h

i denoting
the money amount invested in the risky asset i by investor h ! Mbuy " Msell and kh(# 0) the
position of the option, the money amount ml deposited into the bank account by buyer l is

ml = xl $
N!

i=1

!l
i

Si
0

Si
0 $ klp = xl $

N!

i=1

!l
i $ klp.

The final wealth X l
T is given by

X l
T = mlBT +

N!

i=1

!l
i

Si
0

Si
T + klH(T ). (2.2)

On the other hand, seller s ! Msell, with an initial monetary amount xs(> 0), invests her/his
money in risky assets and sells the option. The rest of the money, including the option fee obtained
from the sale, is deposited into the bank account; that is, the amount ms deposited into the bank
account by seller s is

ms = xs $
N!

i=1

!s
i

Si
0

Si
0 + ksp = xs $

N!

i=1

!s
i + ksp.

Then, the final wealth Xs
T is given by

Xs
T = msBT +

N!

i=1

!s
i

Ss
0

Ss
T $ ksH(T ). (2.3)

Summarizing (2.2) and (2.3), we have

Xh
T = mhBT +

N!

i=1

!h
i

Sh
0

Sh
T + "hkhH(T ), (2.4)

for h ! Mbuy "Msell, where "h = 1 for h ! Mbuy and "h = $1 for h ! Msell.
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3 Pricing Kernel

In this section, we identify the pricing kernel E(T ) in (2.1). We first set the utility maximization
problems of the participants as behaviors of the participants. Next, we define an equilibrium
condition for the option market and derive the pricing kernel using the first-order-condition (FOC)
of the optimization problem.

We suppose that investor h ! Mbuy "Msell has an exponential utility function

Uh(x) = # 1

!h
e!!hx, x $ 0,

and she/he determines whether to buy or sell volume kh in order to maximize her/his expected
utility at the maturity of the option. That is, the agent’s problem is formulated as

max
kh

E[Uh(X
h
T )], (3.1)

for h ! Mbuy "Msell. We also set

R0 :=
!

h"Mbuy#Msell

N!

i=1

(xh # "h
i ),

RT :=
!

h"Mbuy#Msell

N!

i=1

"h
i

Si
0

Si
T .

Note that Si
T /S

i
0 denotes the gross return on the risky asset i. Then, RT is the total gross return

in our economy. Using this notation, we define the equilibrium condition for the option market as
follows.

Definition 3.1 (Market Equilibrium of Option Market). The option market is in equilibrium if

!

l"Mbuy

kl +
!

s"Msell

ks = 0.

Under Definition 3.1, we specify the pricing kernel E(T ) following Takino [16].

Theorem 3.1. We suppose that our market satisfies the above assumptions and Definition 3.1.
Then, the pricing kernel E(T ) is given by

E(T ) = e!!RT

BTE[e!!RT ]
, (3.2)

where 1
! =

"
h"Mbuy#Msell

1
!h

.

Proof. Fix h ! Mbuy "Msell. The FOC of the optimization problem (3.1) with (2.4) is

E[U $
h(X

h
T )(##h(pBT # g(T )))] = 0.

From this, we have

p = E

#
U $
h(X

h
T )

BTE[U $
h(X

h
T )]

H(T )

$
.
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The pricing formula (2.1) enables us to deduce that

E(T ) = U !
h(X

h
T )

BTE[U !
h(X

h
T )]

=:
U !
h(Xh(T ))

Lh
, (3.3)

where Lh is a constant. From (3.3), we have

Xh
T = Ih(LhE(T )). (3.4)

Summing both sides of (3.4) for all h and i, under the equilibrium of the option market, yields

R0BT +RT =
!

h"Mbuy#Msell

Ih(LhE(T )). (3.5)

For the exponential utility case introduced above, the inverse function Ih is

Ih(x) = ! 1

!h
lnx.

Substituting this into (3.5), we have

1

!
ln E(T ) = L̄!RT , (3.6)

where 1
! =

"
h"Mbuy#Msell

1
!h

and L̄ is a constant. Then, (3.6) yields

E(T ) = e!(L̄$RT ). (3.7)

Taking the expectation of both sides of (3.7) yields

E[E(T )] = e!L̄E[e$!RT ].

Since E[E(T )] = B$1
T , the constant L̄ is given by

L̄ =
1

!
ln

1

BTE[e$!RT ]
.

Substituting this into (3.7) completes the proof.

Remark 3.1. Substituting (3.2) into (2.1) modifies (2.1) as

p = E

#
e$!RT

BTE[e$!RT ]
H(T )

$
=

1

BT
E

#
e$!RT

E[e$!RT ]
H(T )

$
.

That is, our equilibrium pricing formula provides a risk-neutral pricing rule. Then, the risk-neutral
density is represented by

dQ

dP
=

e$!RT

E[e$!RT ]
.

With the joint probability density of Si
T (i = 1, 2, . . . , N) under P denoted by "P [S1

T , S
2
T , . . . , S

N
T ],

the risk-neutral joint probability density "Q[S1
T , S

2
T , . . . , S

N
T ] is given by

"Q[S
1
T , S

2
T , . . . , S

N
T ] =

e$!RT "P [S1
T , S

2
T , . . . , S

N
T ]%

e$!RT "P [S1
T , S

2
T , . . . , S

N
T ]dR1dR2 · · · dRN

.
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Parameter Value

µ 0.10
! 0.20
S0 20000
" 0.50
Ȳ 0.04
b 0.20
Y0 0.04

Table 1: Parameters used in the numerical implementation.

The utility-based risk-neutral density is given exogenously in Bakshi et al. [8] for the log-return
on the risky asset (i.e. lnSi

T /S
i
0), while our pricing measure uses the gross return (i.e. Si

T /S
i
0)

on the risky asset, as mentioned above. However, our study explicitly models the equilibrium in a
derivatives market. That is, we provide the same endogenous pricing measure as that in Bakshi et
al. [8], with the exception of the definition of “return” and the utility function.

4 Numerical Result

!"#
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!"#$
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!"#&

!"'
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6/.
/67

869/:02;9/<0

Figure 1: Implied volatility curve for the BS model (4.1).

Next, we need to verify how our equilibrium pricing formula captures the skewness of the
implied volatility. To this end, we introduce a more concrete stochastic model for the risky assets,
and numerically implement our pricing formula. We set N = 1 and consider a European-type call
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Figure 2: Implied volatility curve for the Heston model (4.2) under the uncorrelated case, i.e.
! = 0.00.

option written on the stock, with payo! function H(T ) = max(ST !K, 0), where K is a strike price
and St = S1

t , for simplicity. We then introduce a filtered probability space (",F , P,Ft), where
filtration Ft is generated by the two-dimensional standard Brownian motion W = (W1,W2), that
is, Ft = "(Ws : 0 " s " t), for 0 " t " T .

We consider two types of continuous-time models for the risky asset price to highlight the
characteristic of our pricing formula. The one is the Black-Scholes (BS) model, and the another is
a stochastic volatility model. Thus, the BS model in this study corresponds to the nonstochastic
volatility case. We use the Heston model (Heston [2]) as an example of the stochastic volatility
model. The BS model is described by

dSt = St(µdt+ "dW1t), (4.1)

where µ and " are constant, and the Heston model is represented by

dSt =St(µdt+
!
YtdW1t),

dYt =#(Ȳ ! Yt)dt+ b(!dW1t +
!
1! !2dW2t),

(4.2)

where #, Ȳ , b, and ! are constant, and ! denotes the correlation between the stock price S and
the variance level Y . We consider the non-correlated case (! = 0.00) and the correlated case
(! = !0.75). We use Monte-Carlo simulation to evaluate the option price in each model. The
parameters used in the simulation are listed in Table 1. The implied volatility in the numerical
examination is obtained by the following procedure. First, we evaluate the option price for each
strike price. Next, we solve the implied volatility by substituting the obtained option price into the
BS formula for each strike price.
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Figure 3: Implied volatility curve for the Heston model (4.2) under the correlated case, i.e. ! =
!0.75.

Figures 1-3 show the results of the implied volatility. In these figures, the horizontal axis is the
strike price and the vertical axis is the volatility level. Figure 1 shows the implied volatility curve
for the BS model (4.1), and Figures 2 and 3 show the results for the Heston model (4.2). Figures
2 and 3 depict the uncorrelated (i.e. ! = 0.00) and correlated (i.e. ! = !0.75) cases, respectively.
The implied volatility curve is plotted as a function of the strike price because the implied volatility
is solved by the simulated option price for each strike price. All figures demonstrate a similar
relationship between the strike price and the implied volatility. The implied volatility is high for
the small strike price, and results low for the large strike price. For example, the implied volatility
value is around 30% at the strike price K = 18000 and about 22% at the strike price K = 22000.
That is, the implied volatility curves monotonically decrease with the strike price as observed from
all figures (i.e. the volatility skewness). Also, for all figures, the implied volatility significantly
exceeds 20%, which is the volatility parameter we set in the simulation, for the low strike price.
Needless to say, option prices are high when the volatility is large. Hence, the option premium is
relatively highly evaluated by the investor for the low strike price. Furthermore, this phenomenon is
observed both with and without stochastic volatility. This implies that a pricing method reflecting
the risk-aversion of the market participants generates volatility skewness as mentioned in previous
studies.

5 Summary

In this study, we consider the equilibrium pricing for an option. We endogenously derive a pricing
kernel from the market equilibrium of the option and depict, via numerical implementation, that
the implied volatility is skewed. In previous studies, other properties of this stylized fact (e.g.
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anomaly of the option return, U-shaped form of the pricing kernel, etc.) for the option market have
been verified. Therefore, in future work, we would like to investigate whether our pricing kernel
describes these characteristics.
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